
TRASSIR
Full Time Color
Full color night photography without the usual camera
transition to black and white mode

Bright As Day



TRASSIR
Full Time Color

The overwhelming majority of illegal actions take place in the dark, 
so from year to year the requirements for the quality of CCTV 
images at night are increasing.

High quality shooting even in dim lighting conditions while 
maintaining high resolution has been a key market trend in recent 
years.



The innovative Full Time Color (FTC) technology provides full-
color night shooting without the camera's usual transition to 
black and white, even in dim lighting conditions.

The FTC ensures that all details are preserved and fixed: the 
color and make of a car, facial features, hair color, clothing 
details, etc.
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How does it work?
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Fast F1.0 lenses let in more 
light for brighter images

Increased photosensitivity

Non-glare backlight guarantees 
color images without 
overexposure even in total 
darkness

Super wide
diaphragm:

Progressive
matrix:

Led lighting:



Additional features
and usage options
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Urban environment with minimal 
illumination.

The need to neutralize attention to 
the camera.

Cameras with LED light and strobe function

Dark scenes with no lighting at all.

Fast flashing camera illumination to attract the 
attention of intruders and prevent unwanted events.

Cameras without LED lighting



FTC cameras: TREND line
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Classic solution for outdoor and indoor use Home solution

Fixed
4/2.8 mm lens
IP66
Microphone
Up to 25 m lighting

TR-D8121CL2

Motorized
2.7-13.5 mm lens
IP67, IK08
Microphone
Up to 60 m lighting

TR-D2123ZCL6

Fixed
4/2.8 mm lens
IP67
Microphone
Up to 35 m lighting

TR-D2121CL3

Fixed
4/2.8 mm lens
IP66
Microphone, speaker
Up to 35 m lighting

TR-D2121CL3W



Fixed
4 mm lens
IP67
Microphone, audio output
Up to 40 m lighting

FTC cameras: TREND PRO product line
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LED-lit models Models without LED lighting

Fixed
4 mm lens
IP66
Microphone, audio output
Up to 30 m lighting

TR-D8221WDCL3 4.0 TR-D2221WDCL4 4.0

Fixed
4 mm lens
IP66, IK10
Microphone, audio output

TR-D8221WDC 4.0

Fixed
4 mm lens
IP67
Microphone, audio output

TR-D2221WDC 4.0



Contact info
www.trassir.com

+44 208 187 6001

welcome@trassir.com


